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SUMMARY

After cooling and killing by freezing in solid C0
2

and fixation at -2°C, the white outer ring

(probably callose) was found to be absent in electron micrographs of plasmodesmata. Some

plasmodesmata were partly or entirely filled with a dark plug, but others were open with a

lining of protoplasm. The observation of open plasmodesmata accords with the experimental

fluid flow through them described in a previous paper (1972). The plugging mechanism seems

similar to that ofsieve-platepores in higher plants.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Whole Laminaria plants were stored in plastic bags at 2°C. Entire cauloids

were kept in melting sea-ice at -2°C for a night and then deep-frozen in solid

C0
2 .

Discs were sawn out from the middle part of the cauloid and thawed at

-2°C in 5% glutaraldehyde in sea water. Then small pieces of the medulla were

cut out and postfixed in 2% KMn0
4

in sea water at -2°C for 2 h. Or discs

from the medulla were thawed in 2% KMn(D
4

in sea water at -2°C and then

pieces cut from the medulla for embedding. Controls were fixed at normal

temperature and postfixed with 0s0
4. All material was dehydrated in ethanol

and embedded in Epon 812.
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An experimental fluid flow through plasmodesmata in the sieve plates of the

medullary filaments of Laminaria was observed by Van Went & Tammes

(1972). Electron micrographs given by Ziegler & Ruck (1967), however,

indicate that the plasmodesmata are almost closed. A thick white ring of

callose (probably) on the outside surrounds a darker ring, probably the plas-

malemma, the central part is either open or plugged or with a central core.

In the pores of sieve plates of higher plants a mechanism for rapid closing
exists whereby the pore is closed by callose and a fibrous plug in the centre. It

could be that the same closing mechanism exists in plasmodesmata, which are

the precursors in the evolution of sieve-plate pores. To test this, cauloids were

cooled, killed by freezing, and fixed at low temperature.
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3. RESULTS

In electron micrographs it was observed that the white outer ring was absent

from all plasmodesmata. Many of them were partly or entirely plugged by

protoplasm but a considerable number were open or had a lining of proto-

plasm {plate 1A and B).

The controls show the usual plugging with a white ring and the concentric

dark ring or plug {plate 1C) as was already found by Ziegler & Ruck (1967).

4. DISCUSSION

Sieve-plate pores of higher plants are probably developed from plasmodesmata

during evolution. In such pores a mechanism for rapid closing occurs with a

callose ring and a fibrous plug in the middle. In electron micrographs, pores are

usually seen to be closed. Only with certain manipulations were open or partly

closed pores observed (Esau & Cheadle 1961, Eschrich 1965. Ie et al. 1966,

Andersonand Cronshaw 1970).

It could therefore be expected that in plasmodesmata the same closing

mechanism exists. In electron micrographs of Laminaria a thick white ring

enclosing a darker ring, probably the plasmalemma, is found in the plasmodes-

mata.

Ziegler & Ruck (1967) assayed positively for callose in sieve plates of

Laminaria.(In the sieve-plate pores of higher plants the callose is foundbetween

the plasmalemma and the wall.) The central part is white or plugged or with a

central core. The average diameter was 0.06 jxm (Ziegler & Ruck 1967; see

also plate 1C. Eschrich (1965) supposed that callose formation in plasmodes-

mata could occur in a fraction of a second and that the whole symplast is able

to form callose in all its narrow passages. Callose formation in pits with plas-

modesmata in lateral walls of phloem and in parenchyma has been observed

after heat treatment in cotton by Webster & Currier (1968).

In a previous paper, Van Went & Tammes (1972), an experimental fluid

flow through the plasmodesmata of Laminaria was described. We therefore

tried to findwhether open plasmodesmata couldbe observed by electron micros-

copy. For this purpose plants were first stored at 2°C, then brought to -2°C

and finally frozen in solid C0
2 .

Discs of the medulla were cut out and thawed

in the fixative at -2°C. The aim was to prevent biological activity by low

temperature.

The electron micrographs showed an absence of the white ring in all the

plasmodesmata. Many were partly or entirely plugged by protoplasm, but also

several were open, lined with protoplasm. In other sections the plasmodesmata

seem entirely open though some of them have light protoplasmic structures in

them {plate 1A and B). Plate 1C shows the control for comparison.

The plugging mechanism seems similar to that of the pores in sieve plates of

higher plants.
The existence of open plasmodesmata in vivo has also been supposed by
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other authors, e.g. Clarkson et al. (1971) for the passage of water and ions

through the endodermis of barley roots. Tyree (1970) based on theoretical con-

siderations, and Spanswick (1972) after studying electric coupling between

cells of Elodea. It must be mentioned that Munch (1930) already supposed

pressure filtration through plasmodesmata in the symplasm.
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Plate 1. A. Plasmodesmata in a sieve plate with absence of the white outer ring (probably
callose) and plasma lining of the wall, some are entirely plugged, x 30,000. B. The same but

with more open structures and faint structures of protoplasm, plasmalemma not clearly

visible due to the contrasting walls, X 30,000. C. Control with white outer ring and plugged

centre, x 40,000.A and B. KMn04 fixation after killing by freezing. C. Osmium fixation with-

out freezing.


